Moonshine Fly Rods Review: Worth Your Money?
Moonshine Drifter Fly Rod is a rod like no other! It’s A high-quality fly rod that effectively meets all your
fly fishing needs. With a vast array of rod models and so many different elements to consider, picking a
rod that meets all your needs is a challenge. But, in this moonshine fly rods review article, we ventured
on this challenge. We found a rod series that includes rods that are affordable, versatile, and suitable for
all fly fishing needs.
In this article, we are going to give a detailed review on Moonshine Drifter Fly Rod.
So, let’s get started!

Moonshine Fly Rods Review
If you’re just starting out, or looking for a solid investment, the Moonshine Drifter Fly Rod is no doubt
worth your consideration. Available in different lengths, line weights, the Moonshine Fly Rod ensures a
successful catch every time for crappie, bluegill, trout, and smallmouth bass.
Let’s check out the breakdown of the Moonshine Fly Rods.

Who is the Moonshine Drifter Rod designed for?



Suitable for most fishing scenarios, the Moonshine Fly Rod is designed for any individual looking
for a quality rod that wouldn’t break the bank.
A versatile selection of rods, the Moonshine Drifter Series will favor any fishing style and needs.

Features
Overview
Designed with extreme versatility in mind, the Moonshine Drifter Fly Rod sets the standard for those
who want a high-performance rod, but don’t want to spend a fortune on a premium rod. The fly rod
maintains a good, consistent bend and delivers the power of medium action to land that big catch for
you.
Honestly, picking a fly fishing rod is much more difficult than picking any other piece of equipment. The
Moonshine Fly Fishing Rod, in particular, is durable and resistant enough. Additionally, the rod is
affordable and perfect for most types of fishing need.

Versatile
Available in six different weights from 3 to 7, the Moonshine Drifter is a versatile, yet very convenient
rod for demanding anglers. The fly fishing series also comes in six different lengths, from 7.6 to 10 feet,
so you can pick the one that is most suitable for your needs.

However, the choice for different lengths and weights is not what amazed us the most. It’s the flexibility
and sheer quality, which is perfect for those who want superior rod performance in demanding
situations.
I like the fact that the fly rod delivers very effective performance in demanding situations. Even though
the Moonshine Fly Rod is a medium-action rod, it’s stiff enough to cover long shooting distances. Of
course, it remains soft enough when pursuing common gamefish, such as redfish, striped bass.

Build & Design
With a vintage color scheme, the Moonshine Fly Rod promotes a natural style. The Moonshine Fly Rod is
perfect for those who want a lightweight design with great flexibility and resistance. The rod’s
exceptional construction makes it sensitive enough to small bites, yet strong enough to reel in that big
catch.
With its dyed finish and graining texture, the Moonshine Fly Rod promotes a natural vibe and has a
sensational natural feel to it. Adding superior grip and reliability to the feel, the Moonshine Fly Rod
features an aluminum anodized AAA-grade cork handle. The unique burled ends further accentuate the
looks of this rod.
What’s even better is the Burl wood with a double seat. All of that is even taken to the next level when
you consider the anodized copper hardware, which leads to a comfortable, yet reliable design.
The Moonshine Fly Fishing Rod is made of premium graphite, which offers rugged durability and
sensibility when dragging. Rest assured, no matter how hefty the catch is, the rod can take it. The build
quality will sure stand up to serious abuse.

Casting
Not only does the Moonshine Rod offer high build quality, but it also delivers long-lasting, smooth
casting. Whether you’re making rolled casts or long double hauls, this rod is designed to deliver
exceptional results.
What surprised most of us is the effortless casting and flexibility for beginners. Even the beginners who
never cast before will be accustomed to casting process in no time! The fly rod comes with two tip
sections that give you more reason to choose this rod and enjoy all the benefits you’re looking for.
Regardless of weather conditions, casting will be extensive and will produce the best result. The
Moonshine Fly Fishing Rod comes in six different lengths to choose from. The longest rods are best for
making longer casts, while the shortest rods are for shorter casts.
As this is a graphite rod, you will enjoy more accurate cast. The difference that this fly rod will make in
your cast is truly exceptional!

Affordable

The Moonshine Fly Rod proves that you don’t need to break the bank in your search for the perfect rod.
This fly rod is a very affordable choice. Anglers note that it can quickly become a great choice for
beginners. Available in a range of options, the Drifter Fly Rod is the perfect choice for those looking for
versatility and quality at the same time.

Highlights








Copper anodized hardware
4-piece rod
High-quality AAA cork grips
Hand Turned Spalted Burl
Two tip sections
5 Compartment Fly Rod Tube
Generous lifetime warranty

What We Liked






Available in versatile options
Exceptional graining touch
Dyed wood for superb finish
Graphite action and anodized copper for superior flexibility
Comes with a carrying case

What We Didn’t Like


Dyed finish may not last long

Frequently Asked Questions
Q: Is this a fast or medium fast action?
A: The Moonshine Drifter Fly Rod is a medium action rod. The flexibility and action type makes this fly
rod suitable for beginners.
Q: Does this come with warranty?
A: Moonshine Rod Co. offers one of the best warranty programs in the industry. The Drifter Fly Rod is
covered by a lifetime No Fault warranty.
Q: Where are moonshine rods made?
A: Moonshine series rods are manufactured using superior South Korean Carbon. For assembly,
Moonshine Co. stops at China.
Q: How long is the rod case for the 3 wt Drifter Rod?
A: The rod case for the 3 wt Drifter Rod is 25.5”.

Final Verdict
We hope after reading this moonshine fly rods review article, you’ve got a clear idea of the
specifications and features that this rod provides. The Moonshine Drifter Rod is a medium action rod
that gives you superb leverage when you’re fighting for those larger basses, as well as for smaller
salmon species. Available in different lengths and weight options, this fly rod is an ideal blend of casting
power and accuracy.

